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Welcome to the

WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER
of

Community Associations Institute

The leading professional organization providing education,
resources, and advocacy for community association living.

Winning In a “No Win” Situation

 Boards often face a “No-Win” situation.
 Whatever decision they make will disappoint those 

who have some stake in the decision. 
 And yet a decision must still be made. 

 How can you make a decision that will hold up 
when it is challenged in court? 

 Better still, how can you make a decision that, 
while upsetting to those affected by it, does 
not cause them to sue you? 

Winning In a “No Win” Situation

 There is a way. 
○ Just fast forward to a mock-favorable ruling by a judge 

deciding your case, and then reverse-engineer your way back 
from that favorable ruling to take – now – those actions that 
will produce that favorable ruling. 

 This session . . . 
○ First teaches you how judicial 20/20 hindsight works, 

○ Then spends the remaining two-thirds of the session giving 
you hands on experience trying it out for yourself. 
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Overview

How Judges Think and Reach a Decision

Time to Don Your Robe and Wig

What Did You/We Decide?

What Do You Now Do To Elicit That “Decision?”

A Road Trip – 1.0

1. Front Seat – Parents – Destination

2. Back Seat – Kids – Turf War

3. Consequences: Warfare / Distraction

4. Solutions: Rules / Enforcement

A Road Trip – 2.0

1. Front Seat – Board – Caretaking

2. Back Seat – Residents – Turf War

3. Consequences: Warfare / Distraction

4. Solutions: Rules / Enforcement
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One Big Difference

Kids Can’t Sue Parents

To Overturn

Parents’ Decision

The Need – Fast Finality

Each Side is Half-Right

A Decision Offends Each

Need a Decision Each Will Respect

Three Steps

1. Learn How a Judge Thinks

2. You Be the Judge

3. Reverse Engineer

From Ruling to Strategy
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How Judges Think and Decide

Fantasy – Justice is Blind

Reality – Judges are Humans

The Nature of the Task

Parties Each Half-Right / No “Slam Dunks”

Two Tasks:

1. Make A Decision

2. Earn Respect for that Decision

The Facts Drive the Decision

“Bad facts make Bad law”

“A Widow always Wins”

Try the Pepsi Challenge

Science Says So
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How a Judge Sees an HOA

“Good Group, Bad Group”

HOA Bad: Protect Victim from Villainous Mob

HOA Good: Protect Group from Villainous Bully

Eliciting Respect for Decision

The Four “F”s:
Fair Decider

Fair Yardstick

Fair Opportunity to Influence Decider

Fair Application of Yardstick to Fact

The Four “F”s

 Fair Decider
○ Test for Bias

○ Neutralize bias // removal or disclosure
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The Four “F”s

 Fair Yardstick
○ What are the Common Plan’s objectives?

○ Given those objectives, what factors are 
relevant to use in evaluating facts?

The Four “F”s

 Fair Investigation
○ Who has a stake in the outcome (i.e. 

stakeholders)?

○ Do stakeholders have a fair chance to present 
all relevant information to decider?

○ Was additional investigation necessary and, if 
so, was it performed?

The Four “F”s
 Fair Deliberation and Decision

○ Did it actually consider the information it collected

○ Did it correctly apply the right standards to the facts?

○ Does the decision reached advance common plan?

○ Is decision consistent with past decisions?

 If not, is inconsistency accounted for?

○ Is the decision in writing?

○ Does it set out findings and conclusions?

○ If the decision is a denial, does it signal an acceptable 

alternative?

○ Does it afford applicant a chance to revise proposal?
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Eliciting Respect for Decision

Must We, May We, Should We
“Must We” – Duty to Act

“May We” – Authority to Act

“Should We” – Advance Mission

Now, YOU Be the Judge

[See the Hypothetical]

Now, YOU Be the Judge

Now, Decide . . .
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Now, YOU Be the Judge

Let’s See What “We” Decided . . . 

Disrobing 

Our “Ruling” Represents

“That’s What I Would Have Done”

Now . . .

Set the Stage to Elicit That “Ruling”

Questions and Answers
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Working Together to Serve You

Locally and Nationally

www.WSCAI.org
425-778-6378

www.caionline.org
1-888-224-4321

CAI and the
Washington State Chapter of CAI
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Hypothetical Facts 

 Heavenly Acres is a hillside subdivision west of Lake Sammamish. The hillside was heavily 

wooded before it was subdivided. The subdivision was created in phases over a ten year stretch from 

1960 to 1970.  

The Covenants were recorded in 1960. They imposed almost no use restrictions. They instead 

provided that an association would be incorporated sometime later.  

The Association was created in 1970. The Articles of Incorporation were much more detailed 

than an HOA’s Articles of Incorporation normally are. Among other things, these Articles empowered 

the Board to make rules and regulations regarding the use of the lots. 

In 1990, the Association created a regulation. It provides that no “hedge” may exceed six feet in 

height. 

A majority of the total votes in the Association approved the regulation. The Association 

recorded the regulation in the County Property Records. 

In 2000, the Association instructed owner A to remove a hedge that had grown to a height of 

twenty-five feet. Owner A hired a lawyer who wrote a letter arguing that the hedge-height regulation 

was not enforceable because all use restrictions have to be in the covenants. The Association took no 

further action against Owner A. 

In 2010, the Association instructed owner B to remove a hedge that had grown to a height of 

twenty-five feet. Owner B complied, removing the hedge. 

In 2019, the Association instructed owner C to remove a hedge that had grown to a height of 

twenty-five feet. Owner C’s neighbors told the Association they would sue the Association if the 

Association failed to enforce the hedge restriction. Owner C hired a lawyer who wrote a letter arguing 

that Owner A’s lawyer had been right: That the hedge height regulation was not enforceable because all 

use restrictions have to be in the covenants.  

And the attorney for Owner C also added that creating three feet of separation between each 

planting would convert the “hedge” into a row of separate trees, and the regulations did not impose any 

height restriction on a tree. That said, Owner C declined to take any action to create that three feet of 

separation. 

The Association told all parties that it would abide by whatever decision a court made on the 

dispute, but that the Association was declining to take any action of its own until a court first ruled on 

the dispute. 

The neighbors of Owner C sued the Association for failing to enforce the hedge restriction. 

Owner C and the neighbors cross-sued each other, asking the court to rule on the two legal arguments 

(i.e. “not in the covenants” and “three feet separation transforms a hedge into a tree”) that Owner C’s 

lawyer advanced. 

(Additional Facts:  It is an election year and a lawyer – not involved in this case – is running 

against you; In other cases you decided that parties then appealed, the Court of Appeals has reversed 

your decision in more than half of those cases, which is now an issue in your campaign.)  



 

 

 

MUST WE, MAY WE, SHOULD WE?1 

 A director must expect the unexpected. Decisions directors are called on to make often 

are not the decisions they expected to be making when their terms began. That’s life.  

 Here is a helpful way for a director to approach making a decision on a complex, 

unexpected issue. It is the “MMS” approach. 

 “MMS” stands for these three questions, asked and answered in this sequence:   

 1. Must We? 

 2. May We? 

 3. Should We? 

 Each question takes you one step closer to reaching a sound decision.  

“Must We?” asks “Do we have a legal duty to act (or refrain from acting)?”   

“May We?” asks “Do we have a legal right to act (or refrain from acting)?”  

And “Should We?” asks “Is it a good idea to act (and, if so, in what way)?” 

 Asking them in this order is important. For example, if the answer to “Must We?” is 

“Yes,” then a board knows it has to take some action.  But if the answer is “No,” it is under less 

pressure to act.  

 Likewise, if the answer to “May We?” is “Yes,” the board knows it has authority to act. 

But if the answer is “No,” it knows its hands are tied and it cannot do the thing an owner might 

be urging the board to do. 

 The third question, if reached, is usually the most demanding. If you have no duty to act, 

but you have a right to act, you must then decide whether to exercise that right. And, if so, in 

what way. 

 With practice, applying this MMS approach to decision making becomes second nature. 

Take this example. Say some owners urge the board to crack down on car prowls by mounting 

security cameras and “neighborhood watch” signs on four homes bordering the main entrance. 

Now, apply the three questions and see where that takes you. 

 Must We?  No. The law and the governing documents do not impose a mandatory legal 

duty to take action in this situation.  

 May We? Yes. The association has authority to enter into agreements with owners to 

allow posting of signs and placement of cameras on their homes. 

 Should We? Probably not. Liability risks to an association in this situation outweigh 

benefits. 

 So, the next time the Board is blind-sided and must decide what to do, give the MMS 

approach a try. 

 
1 © Leahy Fjelstad Peryea  2018 – Educational only; not legal advice. 



 

 

 

Good Group, Bad Group 

By Terrence A. Leahy, J.D., CCAL 

 

While I written elsewhere  about the mental approach an owner’s lawyer is likely to take 

when doing battle with an association board, this article answers the question “But what about 

the judge who will decide who is right?” 

 Here is all you really need to know about judges.  A judge is an American who went to 

law school.  That simple statement of fact actually tells you a great deal. 

 An American believes that groups are GOOD  – it’s why we have a democracy.  It is a 

belief that a group is wiser than the mere sum of its parts.  It is why our system of justice is 

based on decisions made by juries.   

 An American believes that groups are BAD  – it’s what we call the “tyranny of the 

masses”, and fear of that tyranny is why we bend over backwards to protect an individual, 

through guaranteed freedoms and protective processes we call the “Bill of Rights”.  Big 

government, big corporations, the police, and any other powerful group sometimes runs 

roughshod over any individual who dares stand in their way.   

 What sets a judge apart from the average American is this – a judge is an American who 

reaches decisions through a process called “legal reasoning”.  Legal reasoning has been 

described as reasoning by false analogy.  Here’s an oft used example: (1) A candle is cylindrical; 

(2) a candle gives light; (3) a broomstick is cylindrical; (4) therefore, a broomstick gives light. 

 What’s any of this civics lesson got to do with association disputes?  Be patient, I’m 

getting there.   

 An association is what judges call “a group”.  Someone who is on the receiving end of an 

association’s exercise of power is what a judge calls “an individual”.  See?  Virtually every 

association dispute reduces itself to your classic struggle of “the group vs. the individual” by the 

time a judge sees it.  And a judge, being human, will try to mentally pigeonhole the case as early 

as possible, simply because sorting and pigeonholing is the chief survival skill of the Information 

Age.  And when it comes to pigeonholing, the most fundamental question a judge will ask is this: 

Does this case fit in the “group GOOD” box or in the “group BAD” box? 

 Why is this of any importance?  Because a judge treats a “group GOOD” case entirely 

different than a judge treats a “group BAD” case.  In the “group GOOD” case, a judge’s job is to 

step aside in deference to the group.  (That’s why a trial judge so seldom overturns a jury’s 

verdict, even a verdict that leaves one searching the floor for loose screws the jurors leave 

behind.)   
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 In the “group BAD” case, a judge’s job is to step bravely forward, to stand up to the 

bullying group, to protect the lowly individual who is being terrorized by the bloodthirsty actions 

of this lynch mob.  

 So, an association’s success in the courtroom depends a lot on which box it puts itself in.  

That’s right.  Puts itself in.  An opponent, holding strong cards that you’ve carelessly dealt him, 

will have what he needs to pitch his case as a “group BAD” case.  (The Riss v. Angel case, in 

which the group members got hammered big time, is a perfect example of this.)  And once 

you’ve landed yourself in the “group BAD” box, you’d better reach for your wallet, ’cuz you’re 

gonna pay big time. 

 Which brings us back to the “Must We, May We, Should We” template.  All you need do 

is simply pull it out each time a dispute or enforcement demand ends up on your lap.  Answer 

each question in turn.  And, through the process of going through that exercise, a prudent path 

to follow is likely to emerge.  But don’t take my word for it.  Try it out yourself.  Then let me 

know how well (or poorly) it works.           

 



 

 

 

Make Peace, Not War 

By Terrence A. Leahy, J.D., CCAL 

 

Two neighboring Associations are on the brink of war. Each has convinced itself that the 

other association has no legal right to enter a private beach park that their respective members 

have all been using for decades. You have just been elected to the Board of your Association. 

Chants of “Build That Wall!” still ring in your ears from the just concluded annual meeting. And 

the just approved budget earmarks $100,000 to fund a lawsuit to terminate the other 

Association’s use of the park. Next month, the Board will make its final decision to commence 

the lawsuit.  

Here’s the thing: You are bound and determined to achieve “Peace With Honor” before 

that Board meeting arrives.  But how? 

Try applying the Outcome Driven Partnership approach described in this article. Just 

take the five steps described below. Do it and you’ll have your “Peace With Honor” before the 

Board next meets.  

First, though, a word about how “partnership” is used in this piece. Think of a 

partnership as any legal pairing of two or more people. Parties to a healthy partnership pursue 

some shared objective. Now, think of a lawsuit as a dysfunctional partnership in which 

combatants are legally entangled in pursuit of their partner’s defeat. So the word “Partnership” 

in the term “Outcome Driven Partnership” refers to the fact that a lawsuit handcuffs the parties 

to one another until the litigation – through a trial or a settlement – eventually produces some 

final outcome. 

Step One – “Victory, Not Vindication.” Humans have a deep-seated need to be “right.” 

This “need-to-be-right” is a powerful driver of decisions and actions. It is what propels people 

into lawsuits. Each party is certain that the legal system will affirm the “rightness” of their cause. 

Vindication is what each side seeks.  

But parties to a shared-use dispute are often only half-right. And a final verdict or ruling 

that vindicates both sides is a hollow victory for each side. When “winning” means only that 

you’ve lost less than your opponent, you realize that the parties would have probably been 

better off if they had shaped a “victory” more to their liking. So, “victory,” not “vindication,” is 

what you set out here to achieve. 

Step Two – “Influence, Not Control.” All you can really control is your choice about how 

you will respond to whatever life throws at you. You cannot make someone do something they 

choose not to do. Influence, not control, is what matters. By making the most of your 

opportunities to influence an opponent’s choice, you can still help steer the course of events in 



  

a direction you would prefer them to go. Achieving the “victory” you seek rests in part, then, on 

your ability to influence your opponents to choose a course of action that points both sides in 

the same direction. 

Step Three – “Listening, Not Talking.”  People do things for their own reasons, not 

yours. Let’s say you decide that taking turns is the fairest way for the two associations to share 

the use of the park. You want to convince the other group that your solution makes the most 

sense for everyone.  

But instead of talking, try listening first. Take a page out of the “Design Thinking” – (just 

Google it) – playbook. Float your idea to them, listen to what they say, tweak it, listen again, 

tweak it again, and repeat the cycle until you understand what “sharing” solution they like best 

and why it is they believe it is best.  Knowing what “victory” looks like to them, and why they 

view that as a “victory” is invaluable to you. You now understand what needs drive their 

thinking when they weigh the merits of this solution or that. So you can frame whatever 

solution you now think will appeal to both sides in such a way that the other group can quickly 

grasp why that solution merits their support.  

Step Four – “Base, Not Bully.” Experience has likely taught you that, in an “us against 

them” standoff between two groups, the Bully in each group seizes the reigns, then fans the 

flames of contempt against all who belong to the opposite group, and finally steers his own 

group – the “base” – to an extreme “We’re Right; They’re Evil” stance that makes going to war 

against the other group all but inevitable. A “both-sides-are-half-right” solution is a non-starter 

so long as the Bullies cling to those reigns. So, too, is the idea that you can reason with the Bully 

and bring him around to a more reasonable stance. 

Forget the Bullies. Focus instead on each group’s base. A person’s need to do right is 

more deeply-seated than the need to be right. A Bully’s appeal to the base’s need to be right can 

be trumped by your solution’s appeal to their need to do right. And you know, from your work 

in Step Three, how to frame your solution in a way that it appeals to each bases’ need to do 

right. The gravitational pull of your well-conceived solution will carry the bases’ towards it, 

leaving the empty-handed Bullies it its wake. 

Step Five – “Settle, Don’t Sign.”  Here comes the really hard part: Consider unilaterally 

implementing your solution without a peace treaty in place. This is hard because your gut tells 

you not to give an opponent what they want until they first sign the peace treaty.  

Here’s how it works. You basically tell the opponent “For now, let’s just agree to 

disagree. Each side reserves its right to sue the other so that a court can decide what is right. 

But in the meantime, here is the shared-use solution we intend to follow. We believe it meets 

the needs of both groups. We hope that, in time, you too will conclude that it does. But for now, 

we simply want to let you know what we have decided to do so that, when we start 

implementing this solution, it does not catch you off guard.” 

Here’s why it works. Bullies hold out. To the degree you feel you need an opponent’s 

signature on a peace treaty before you can act, your opponent will refuse to sign until they have 

extracted from you every concession they think they can get.  

By unilaterally implementing your solution without a signed peace treaty in place, you 

stand to gain more than you lose. First, you have not surrendered your right to sue if it later 

makes sense to do so. Second, you’ve severed the tie between the Bullies and the bases. If the 

Bullies call for a war of vindication, most in the base will ignore the call. “Why would I sue the 



  

other group,” they’ll say, “when our side stands to get less by suing than we are getting right 

now through the unilateral actions that have already been taken?” People hate to give up 

something they hold in their hands. By placing a sensible solution in their hands, you rob a 

lawsuit of its appeal because suing would come at the cost of giving up what they already have. 

Having faithfully followed all five steps, you arrive at the Board meeting to discover that 

the Board now unanimously supports unilaterally implementing the shared-use solution you 

conceived by applying this Outcome Driven Partnership approach to the problem at hand.  

Conclusion – “Fact, Not Fiction.” Yes, this fantastical fantasy feels fake. But the thing is 

that it actually works. Others have used it to create peace out of war. The Army’s 

counterinsurgency strategy used an approach like this to temporarily quell warfare in an Afghan 

village. (See “The Outpost,” by Jake Tapper.) And divorcing spouses in Minnesota and elsewhere 

have (with the help of collaborative lawyers) for decades been using it to turn a “me against 

you” divorce proceedings into “us for them” partnership negotiation in which the divorcing 

spouses work out a parenting arrangement that best serves the interests of their offspring. 

Besides, you’ve got noting to lose by trying. Indeed, your group here stands to gain 

$100,00 when that war chest just approved is refunded because, as it turns out, going to war 

wasn’t necessary after all. 
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